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ABSTRACT
The plasma-controlled evaporation of the A1 target induced by the laser pulse with intensity o f 8x10s W/cm2 and wave
length of 1.06|xm is analysed with account for the two-dimensional effects. The self consistent model is applied, con
sisting o f the heat transfer equation in condensed medium, the system o f radiation gas dynamics in evaporated sub
stance, and the Knudsen layer model at the two media boundary. It is established that the phase transition o f the target
surface is controlled by the two factors: the surface temperature that depends on the transmitted radiation intensity and
the plasma pressure, governed by the expansion regime. The process comes through three characteristics stages the
sonic evaporation at the beginning, the condensation during the period o f plasma formation and initial expansion and,
finally, the recommence of evaporation in subsonic regime after the partial brightening of the plasma. During the sub
sonic evaporation stage the vapour flow and the mass removal rate is much higher near the beam boundaries than in the
centre due to smaller plasma counter-pressure. The vapour plasma pattern is characterised by the dense hot zone near
the surface where the deposition o f laser energy occurs, and rapid decrease o f density outside the zone due to threedimensional expansion. The application of the laser beam o f smaller radius at the same intensity leads to the formation
o f more rarefied and more transparent plasma, that allows to improve the mass removal efficiency.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Laser-induced evaporation o f metal targets lies in basis of a number o f applications and remains a subject o f intensive
studies during more than 30 years. Such a long-term interest can be explained by the variety of physical phenomena
occurred (heating, melting, evaporation o f the target, plasma formation) and rapid evolution o f laser sources (transition
to short high power pulses, decrease of beam radius, application o f the radiation of ultra-violet range) [1,2].
Surface evaporation can proceed in two qualitatively different regimes [3]. If the temperature o f target surface or the
pressure o f surrounding medium exceeds the critical values, the supercritical regime is realised and the process can be
described in terms of gas-dynamic model with the single equation of state considering the condensed phase as high den
sity gas.
The evaporation in sub-critical regime proceeds with formation o f interface boundary and nonequilibrium Knudsen
layer between the two phases. The process intensity can be characterised by the Mach number, equal to gas-dynamic
velocity and sound speed ratio at the external boundary of the Knudsen layer [3]. At M = 0 the evaporation is absent,
the system is in equilibrium. The M - 1 condition corresponds to sonic evaporation regime with maximum degree of
non-equilibrium. In this regime gas-dynamic processes in the evaporated substance do not influence on the condensed
medium and can be analyzed separately. In case o f sub-sonic evaporation 0 < M < I evolution o f the two media be
comes coupled [4].
On laser treatment the sonic evaporation regime is realised if constant intensity irradiation proceeds in vacuum or in
medium with low counter-pressure [5], Under the same conditions the subsonic evaporation can also be realised for
variable laser intensity and after the pulse termination [6,7]. For laser irradiation in finite pressure environment (for ex-
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ample, in air) the evaporation in general is subsonic [8-12], The sonic regime can be approached for sufficiently long
and constant intensity [6,8].
Plasma ignition in vapour makes the problem significantly more complicated. The plasma absorbs incident laser radia
tion, the target surface shadowed from the energy source cools down and evaporation terminates. The problem was
studied numerically in Refs. [13-21], characterised by a variety o f approaches applied to describe the evaporation. In
some cases it was assumed that evaporation proceeds in sonic regime [13] or the evaporation regime was not discussed
[19, 20]. The subsonic evaporation regime was incorporated in problem statement o f Refs [14,15,18,21], however no
information was provided concerning evaporation regime predicted in computations. Qualitatively the plasma effect on
evaporation was reduced to the screening of laser radiation.
Numerical analysis o f plasma effect on the kinetics of evaporation induced by microsecond laser pulse was done in
Refs [16,17] in one-dimensional approximation. It was established that after the plasma formation and termination of
laser heating the evaporation with low Mach number can recommence for the short time induced by the thermal radia
tion of the plasma. On the other stages of the process the evaporation is suppressed by the plasma pressure and, despite
the high temperature o f the surface, the condensation o f earlier evaporated matter is predicted.
Main objective of this paper is to analyse, with account for two-dimensional effects, the plasma-controlled evaporation
induced by the laser pulse with intensity of 8 x l0 8 W/cm2 and wavelength of 1,06p.m. Using the model described in
section 2, the stages o f surface phase transformation are identified, the plasma cloud structure is described, the effect of
transition to smaller beam radius is analysed.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider two-dimensional model consisting of heat-transfer equation in condensed phase with Stefan type boundary
condition at the irradiated surface, equations o f radiation gas dynamics and laser radiation transfer in vapour plasma,
equations of state and absorption coefficient. For mathematical description moving cylindrical co-ordinate system is
introduced with the origin fixed at the target surface in the laser beam centre, the r ~axis directed along the surface and
the z - axis directed along the outward normal, Fig. 1.

2.1. Condensed phase
Energy transfer in the condensed phase domain 0 < r < Lr , -lz < z < L2 domain is governed by heat-conduction equation
[22]:
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Here "c" index denotes the condensed phase, Tc, Hc, W are the temperature, volumetric enthalpy and heat flux, VQis
the surface recession velocity (interface velocity), pc, Cp, X are the density, specific heat and thermal conductivity.
Melting phenomenon is excluded from consideration, that has a minor influence on total energy balance because the
latent heat o f melting is much lower than that of evaporation. The external boundaries o f the condensed domain are
heat-insulated, with initial target temperature being To = 300 K.

2.2. Gaseous phase and plasma
When the laser intensity is high enough, optical thickness of evaporated substance is sufficient to initiate an intensive
absorption and avalanche ionisation. The resulting vapour plasma is partially or completely opaque for laser radiation.
The work of pressure, laser energy release rate and the balance o f plasma thermal radiation control its energy balance.
In the vapour plasma domain 0 < (rx z ) < (Lr x L z ) the system of radiation gas dynamics (RGD) equations is written
[23,24];
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where V - (a, v) is the gas-dynamic velocity, p, P, e are the density, pressure and volumetric internal energy respec
tively, q = (q„ q7) is the radiative heat flux,

kv

is the absorption coefficient o f plasma radiation, t/v, UVfiq are volumetric

density o f radiation and blackbody radiation, "v" index denotes frequency dependent quantities. Eqn. (5) describes ra
diation transfer in diffusion approximation [25]. The equation system (2 - 6) is supplemented by the boundary condi
tions, considered in Ref. 124]. The equations of state and absorption coefficient (6) are calculated by the technique of
Ref. [26], which is based on the Hartree - Fock -- Slater model.
Laser radiation transfer equation along the z-axis accounts for incident G and reflected G~ components and is written
within the laser beam domain 0 < r < rf , rf is the beam radius;
dG~
dG +
.
-------- kG~ = 0, ------- + k G = 0,
dz
dz
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where A(T) denotes surface absorptivity, G(r) specify the type o f spatial intensity distribution o f the laser beam: G(r)=
1 for the so called "top-hat" pulse or G(r) = exp(-(r/rf)‘) for Gaussian pulse shape. The absorption coefficient o f laser
radiation K for the considered wavelength of infrared range 1.06pm is determined by Inverse Bremsstrahlung mecha
nism [25], and is calculated in assumption o f equilibrium charge composition.

2.3. Interface boundary conditions
Intensive evaporation of the target starts when surface temperature exceeds some value T* determined by background
pressure. The principal feature o f evaporation problem is presence of non-equilibrium domain adjacent to the surface
Knudsen layer, in which the state of vapour can not be described by continuous medium equations.
In general, vapour flow leaving the surface depends on the state o f already evaporated substance above the surface,
which is governed by gas-dynamic equations. The boundary conditions at the surface should link six quantities: the
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velocity Vcy the surface temperature Tc and pressure Pc, the vapour temperature, density and gas-dynamic velocity at the
external boundary o f Knudsen layer. For this purpose conservation o f energy, mass and momentum is used:
XC- ~ = AG~ + LVp cVc,
az

PcK = p f c - v ) ,

(8)

pcvr2 + Pc = p{vc - v)2 + P ,

as well as two additional relations, dependent on the applied approximation o f Knudsen layer [27,28]:
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Here M is the Mach number, p sat,Psat are the saturated vapour density and pressure corresponding to surface tempera
ture Tc, Lv is the latent heat of evaporation, R, R0, A are the gas constant, universal gas constant and atomic mass re
spectively, y is the adiabatic constant equal to 5/3 for monatomic vapour, Pb, Tb are the pressure and equilibrium boiling
temperature at the normal conditions.
The last undefined quantity (Mach number in our case) is determined from the solution o f gas-dynamic equations.
While M is found, the quantities m, f, a necessary to evaluate the relations (9) are found by solving non-linear Eqn.
(10). At M = 0 the evaporation (convective) is absent, the total vapour flow across the boundary is equal to zero, die
temperature is continuous and the vapour above the surface is in saturated state. At M > 0 temperature, density and
pressure of vapour are discontinuous, with maximum deviation reached at M - \ , sonic evaporation: T - 0.633Tc, p =
0.326psat) P = 0.203Psat. The flow of evaporated substance in this case also reaches maximum equal to 0.825 of HerzKnudsen flow j HK = p sat J r 7]J2 k . As it is shown in Refs. [27, 29] supersonic regime o f evaporation M > 1 is impos
sible.
If P±at < P relation is fulfilled on the Knudsen layer (M < 0), then the evaporation turns into condensation. According to
the results o f numerical and analytical studies [21-23], only one condition is imposed on the three quantities 77TC, M and
p/psai (or P/P^i) in the case of subsonic condensation, for example p/psat - F i(T/Tc, M), P/Psat = F2(T/'TC, M), while the
values o f another two parameters T/Tc and M are controlled by the state o f gas dynamic flow. At present, the analytic
expressions for F\y F2 functions are derived only for some limiting cases, and in general they are determined numeri
cally from Boltzmann equation and tabulated. The results of Ref. [31] are used in our model for P/Psat “ F2(T/TC, M)
relation. The F2 has only weak dependence on temperature and is approximated as PSP%
ZX ~ F*(M) ~ 0.95exp(2.4237). In
opposite to evaporation, condensation can proceed in supersonic regime.

2.4. Numerical algorithm
The differential problem is solved (1) -(10) by finite - difference (FD) technique. The computational grid along the raxis in the 0 < r < Lx- 5 cm domain consists of 50 - 100 nodes and is made more dense in laser action zone 0 < r < r?.
The non-uniform grid along the z-axis is constructed separately in condensed (/z =0.01cm, 40 nodes) and gaseous (Lz =
10cm, 100-200 nodes) domains. The smallest grid steps are at the target surface and are equal 2xl0"6cm and 10'5cm for
condensed and gaseous phase, respectively. The non-linear heat transfer equation with convective term is approximated
by implicit FD equation using five-point stencil [33]. The equation was solved by alternative direction method. The FD
approximation and computational algorithms applied for RGD part o f the model was described in details in Ref. [34].
The algorithm for the whole problem consists o f the following three blocks: 1) The solution of RGD equations; 2) T h e.
evaluation of boundary conditions; 3) The solution of heat conduction equation that are iteratively executed on every
time step [19],
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Processes in the beam centre
Consider processes on A1 target surface irradiated by the laser pulse with constant intensity of 8 x l0 8W/cm2 , "top-hat"
spatial profile, with wavelength X - 1.06pm, beam radius rf = 0.025cm and pulse duration o f 150ns. Values o f A1 pa
rameters used in computations are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Parameters of aluminium
Variable
Th
a

■Vlv:V : -

Value
272GK
IBar
LlxiO4 J/g
27

Variable
X
......... P
Q ■■
A

To —3G0K
2.37 ,
■ ■ 2.7
■
0.95
0.1

Temperature dependence
Tm- 933K
0.75
2.33-. .
1.2
0.1

T„ = 8000K
0.16
0.64
■ 1.2
0.3

The intensity o f laser radiation reaching the target is the principal parameter governing the processes on the surface.
Depicted in Fig. 2 are the time development o f absorbed intensity in the beam centre Gs = AG~(r - 0, z ~ 0), as well as
vapour plasma transmission coefficient along the beam axis Tr - G (r ~ 0, z - 0) / G0. At the beginning the evaporated
substance above the surface is transparent and all the laser radiation reaches the surface Tr = 100%, Gs = AG^ = 2.5x10s
W/cm2. The system behaviour changes qualitatively when plasma is formed in the vapour. The plasma effectively ab
sorbs the laser radiation due to high electron concentration and its action on the surface terminates, Fig. 2: Tr =0. Later
on as the plasma expands, it becomes partially transparent and starting at t ~ 120ns the transmission coefficient remains
at approximately constant level Tr ~ 10%, Gs ~ 2.5x107W/cm2.
Let’s return now to the main subject of our analysis - the phase transformation of the surface. The process will be char
acterised by the following time dependent quantities taken at the beam centre r - 0: surface temperature Tc, Mach num
ber M, Fig. 3, saturated vapour pressure Psat and vapour plasma pressure Pv, Fig. 4. As indicated in Fig. 3, three specific
stages o f the process are separated. Intensive laser energy deposition in near-surface layer courses its fast heating and in
a short time the vapour flow reaches the sound velocity (M - 1), therefore in further consideration the stage I will be
referred to as sonic evaporation. However, both the surface temperature and, as a consequence, the vapour flow velocity
continue to increase. Steady-state evaporation regime is reached over » 5 ns at a surface temperature slightly below the
critical temperature of A1 (=8000K), characterised by the equality o f laser energy input Gs and the energy losses due to
evaporation and conductive heat flux toward the bulk X grad(Tc). As seen in Fig. 4, the condition Pm >Pp is fulfilled
during the stage I: saturated vapour pressure is approximately 5 times higher than the plasma pressure.
After the plasma formation the energy input to the target surface terminates, its temperature and saturated vapour pres
sure rapidly diminishes, at t = 20 ns the Psa{ < Pp condition realises and evaporation turns to condensation, Fig. 3 and 4,
Stage II, M < 0. Majority o f time the condensation proceeds in subsonic regime. The Mach number sharply decreases
and reaches the - 1 value only at / ® 80 ns, when disturbance from the region o f initial plasma ignition reaches the sur
face, Fig. 4, peak o f the Pp curve.
High pressure o f the plasma results in its rapid expansion. As new substance inflows from the surface to plasma is ab
sent, the expansion leads to the partial restoration of transparency and the onset of subsonic evaporation stage, Fig. 3, 4,
stage III, with very low Mach number lying near the boundary of connective evaporation M = 0.03 [4], The comparison
o f evaporation on the stage I and III gives insight into the relation of temperature and gas-dynamic factors - temperature
and saturated vapour pressure on the stage III are only slightly lower than that of stage I, Fig.3, 4 however the flow is
decelerated by strong plasma counter-pressure. It worth to mention that due to small Mach number the vapour density
on stage III is just as high saturated vapour density p(A7= 0.03) = 0.95ps and exceeds the vapour density on stage I p(AL
= 1) - 0.32ps.
The effect of plasma thermal radiation is illustrated by the radiation flux reaching the surface in the beam centre q%~ qz{
r - 0, z - 0 ), Fig. 2. On the stage II the plasma radiation is as high as 6 x l0 6W/cm2 and it keeps the surface at relatively
high temperature. On the stage III the plasma radiation flux is = 106 and is more than one order o f magnitude weaker
than the laser intensity.
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Radiation fluxes Gs, qs [W/cm2]

Fig. 2. Transmitted laser intensity Gs, transmission coefficient Tr Fig. 3. Target surface temperature and Mach number vs time at r and thermal radiation flux qs vs time at r ~ 0, z = 0
0, z - 0

Fig. 4. Saturated vapor pressure
and plasma temperature Fp vs
time at the focal spot centre

Fig. 5. Plasma temperature profiles at the beam axis

3.2. Plasma p attern structure
Consider some features o f plasma pattern evolution that essentially influence the surface phase transformation. Depicted
in Fig. 5 are plasma temperature profiles along the r =0 axis taken at the instant o f time indicated near the curve. Ini
tially plasma is formed at the forefront o f the vapour cloud at the distance o f ~10'2 cm from the surface, Fig. 5, 30ns. At
the later points in time the plasma expands rapidly in two directions - toward the laser source and the surface. At t 80ns the ionisation front reaches the surface, and this event manifests itself as a peak o f temperature and pressure in
Figs. 2 and 4. Starting at 120ns the temperature profiles o f steady shape slowly propagate in positive direction.
Contour plots o f 2D teB^erature distribution taken at / - 30 ns and i - 120 ns are presented in F ig. 6. The figure 6a cor
responds to die carve ”30tas” in Fig. 5 and demonstrates additionally that radial expansion only begins at this instant.
The instant o f 120m, Fig- 6b corresponds to steady expansion regime and is characterised by axial expansion velocity
being two tin es as
as radial velocity. The plasma has hot core near the surface where laser energy release takes
place and local fe a p c o a R masiimnn at die forefront.
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Distribution o f plasma density at t - 120ns is depicted in Fig.7. The curve "30ns" in Fig. 7a shows that at this instant o f
time the vapour/plasma density near the surface is approximately constant. Further on the density in this region de
creases due to condensation, Fig 7a, 80ns. The dependency at 120ns corresponds to steady distribution. At a distance o f
z <= rf from the surface the density descents linearly as the expansion is quasi-one dimensional in this domain. Outside
the domain the density drops much faster p ~ I/z3due to intensive lateral expansion. Therefore, despite the high tem
perature of the plasma cloud its major part remains transparent for the laser radiation. Shown in Fig 7b is the contour
plot o f the density at t = 120ns. It readily illustrates that major part o f the plasma cloud is strongly rarefied. For example
the density at a distance o f 0.1 cm from the beam centre does not exceed 10'5 g/cm3.
Distributions o f the degree o f ionisation and electron concentration in the plasma at t - 120ns calculated by Saha equa
tions [25] are presented in Fig 8. The major part of the plasma cloud consists of single and double charged ions, Fig. 8a.
The maximum degree of ionisation is as high as 3 and is reached in the region along the beam axis and at the forefront.
Despite this, significant concentration of electrons is observed only in the very center o f the cloud, Fig. 8b and it can be
seen that the distribution in controlled primarily by the plasma density (compare with Fig 7b). It is important to note
that for the rarified plasma the time needed to reach the equilibrium distribution is long enough, and the Saha formula
give essentially overestimated values o f the electron concentration.
The location o f laser energy deposition zone is an important characteristic of the plasma pattern, Fig. 9, G~(z, r - 0 ). At
t - 30ns energy release takes place in the narrow region around z ~10'2 cm. Further on, the absorption zone becomes
wider, reaches the surface and the energy release rate dG/Qz diminishes.

3.3. Processes on the surface
Analysis o f phase transition in subsection 3.1 relates is quasi-one dimensional as it deals with only one point in the
beam centre. Consider further dependency of the processes on radial co-ordinate. Target temperature profiles Tc(r, z =
0) taken at several instants of time are presented in Fig. 10. At t ~ 10 ns the plasma in vapour has not yet formed and the
temperature across the irradiation zone jr| < rr is constant, Fig. 3, stage I. The profile at / = 30ns already corresponds to
plasma-controlled period . The plasma completely shadows the surface and it's temperature decreases to 3000-3500K.
The profiles at later points in time correspond to condensation stage and demonstrate that the recommence of evapora
tion occurs near the beam edges at first and later with time shift o f 30-40ns in the central part. This fact indicates that
the brightening o f the plasma is the result of not only axial plasma expansion but expansion in lateral direction as well.
The latter effect manifests itself earlier at greater distance from the beam centre. At t - 120ns the steady temperature
distribution is established, characterised by the slow decrease from the beam edge (7200K) toward the center (6900K.).
The radial expansion reduces the counter-pressure o f the plasma near the boundaries o f evaporation zone, so hypotheti
cally the process should be more intensive there. The assumption is confirmed by the results in Fig. 11 showing the time
development of Mach number at the surface for three specific radial points: r = 0 , r = r/2 and r - r f . The processes in
the former two points goes on identically, but at the beam boundary the evaporation recommences earlier and proceeds
more intensively.
Radial distributions of vapour flow (mass loss rate) from the surface j - V c pc M pv at two instants o f time corre
sponding to sonic and subsonic evaporation stages are shown in Fig .12. At / = 10 ns, in accordance with the above
presented results the flow is constant in all the points o f the irradiation domain and is j = l.lx I 0 4g/cm2s. On the stage
III, t = 120 ns, the flow is much weaker. The most essential reduction is in the beam center j = 8 x l0 2g/cm2s while near
the beam boundary the flow is several times more intensive. The additional dotted curve illustrates the computational
grid effect on the results: if the number of nodes along the r axis is less by a factor of 2 the visible change o f flow
(=20%) appears only at one point r - rf.
Depicted in Fig. 13 is the amount of material removed versus radius dependencies derived by integration o f surface re
cession velocity Vz. The curve taken at f = 20 as shows that just before the plasma ignition die removed layer has con
stant thickness o f approximately 2 microns. At the later instant t - 80ns the thickness partially decreases due to the con
densation o f previously evaporated substance. Well seen hollows near the beam edges at t - 80ns and especially at
150ns mean that this part o f evaporation zone gives significant contribution to the total amount o f removed material.
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a)
b)
Fig. 6 Contour plot of the plasma temperature at t - 30ns: a) and t ~ 120ns: b)
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Fig. 7. Plasma density profiles at the beam axis: a) and contour plot at t = 120ns: b)

3.4. Influence of the beam radius
Two-dimensional effects in plasma-controlled evaporation should manifest itself more apparently for smaller radius of
the laser beam. Analyse this phenomenon and compare the above presented results predicted for the radius o f 250 pm
with the results at smaller radii rf = 100pm and rf ~ 25pm. Time development of the processes can be compared by
means of transmission coefficient plots, Fig. 14. The instants o f plasma ignition coincides for all the three cases. The
duration o f the condensation stage shortens as the radius decreases due to smaller total amount o f the matter evaporated
during the stage I and more pronounced 3D expansion o f the plasma. The part o f radiation reaching the surface after the
brightening o f the plasma increases from 10% to 18% .
Temperature and density profiles taken at the beam axis at t —120ns, Fig. 15, correspond to the steady state of plasma in
Stage in. For smaller beam radius the axial size o f the plasma decreases, the maximum temperature diminishes from 10
to 6 eV, Fig 15a. In all the cases the temperature maximum is located at a distance of beam radius from the surface z ~
rf . This feet co-insides with the density distributions in Fig. 15b: just at this distance marked by vertical dashes the
intensive drop o f the density begins and just here proceeds the most intensive laser energy release and heating o f the
plasma.
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a)
b)
Fig. 8. Contour plots of plasma electron concentration; a) and ionization degree: b) at t ~ 120ns

Fig. 9. Incident laser intensity profiles at the beam axis
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Fig. 10. Surface temperature profiles vs radius

Fig. 13. Integrated mass removal vs radius

Fig. 14. Transmission coefficients for the action with different beam
radius rf=250,100, 25pm

Fig. 15. Plasma temperature: a) and density: b) profiles at the beam axis for different beam radius r{=250, 100, 25pm
Surface temperature and Mach number versus radius plots at t =120ns predicted for the action with three different beam
radius are depicted in Fig. 16. The smaller is the radius the high temperature is reached on the surface due to more
transparent plasma and more intensive laser heating, Fig. 16a. In all the cases the temperature increases slowly from the
center toward the beam edges. For the two larger beam radii r{ = 250pm and r f - 100pm the radial dependencies of
Mach number, Fig. 16b, have near the same shape and amplitude - constant value of =0.03 in the center part and sharp
increase in narrow zone Ar =25pm near the beam boundary, where the evaporation proceeds easier due to lateral expan
sion and lower counter-pressure. For the smallest radius rf = 25 pm the lateral expansion influence reaches the beam
center therefore the evaporation here proceeds with higher Mach number M = 0.05
The amount o f material removed versus radius plots for the three action regimes are shown in Fig. 17, t ~ 120ns. The
action with smaller radius allows to evaporate more material. The difference is the most pronounced in the beam center
where the predicted crater depth for the smallest radius reaches 4pm, while for the larger beams this value is smaller by
a factor o f two.
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Fig. 16. Plasma surface temperature: a) and Mach number: b) profiles versus r for different beam radius

Fig. 17. Integrated mass removal vs r for different beam radius

4. CONCLUSION
The performed studies allow to draw the following conclusions on phase transition o f AI surface induced by laser irra
diation in vacuum with the intensity o f 8x108 W/cm2 and the wavelength o f 1.06 pm:
•
Phase transition of the target surface is controlled by the two factors: the surface temperature that depends on
transmitted radiation intensity and the plasma pressure, governed by the expansion regime. The process comes
through three characteristics stages - the sonic evaporation at the beginning, the condensation during the period of
plasma formation and initial expansion and, finally, the recommence of evaporation in subsonic regime after the
partial brightening of the plasma.
•
During the subsonic evaporation stage the vapour flow and the mass removal rate is much higher near the beam
boundaries than in the centre due to smaller plasma counter-pressure.
•
The vapour plasma pattern is characterised by the dense hot zone near the surface at the distance of an order of the
beam radius where the deposition o f laser energy occurs, and rapid decrease o f density outside the zone due to
three-dimensional expansion.
•
The application o f the laser beam o f smaller radius at the same intensity leads to the formation o f more rarefied
and more transparent plasma, that allows to improve the mass removal efficiency.
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